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Wild Belief touches on biblical concepts, including wilderness as a place of testing and transformation, but focuses on poets and writers, including Gerard Manley Hopkins, Thomas McGuane, W. S. Merwin ...
Literature in the wild
Russia’s titans of literature, music & art—have lain in repose in an antique cemetery in Saint Petersburg since the 19th century. Visitors stroll through, ooh-ing & ahh-ing over the elaborate ...
Delmarva Review: Alone in the Mist with Tchaikovsky by Barbara Haas
The Neoclassical period, which lasted between the years of 1660 and 1800, marked the beginning of the attempt to forgo the events of the Interregnum and ...
The Characteristics of the Neoclassical Period of Literature in Daniel Defoe's Writings
One of your neighbors posted in Kids & Family . Click through to read what they have to say. (The views expressed in this post are the author’s own.) ...
Children's Book Review: Go To Sleep, Little Farm
In that vein, David Van Wie has written a nifty, entertaining book every literarily inclined fly angler with a dose of wanderlust in his or her soul will want to read. Van Wie is a veteran New England ...
Book Review: “Storied Waters: 35 Fabled Fly-Fishing Destinations and the Writers & Artists Who Made Them Famous”
A University of Pretoria (UP) architecture lecturer has won the World Building Congress (WBC) 2022 abstract competition. Karen Botes’s submission was chosen out of 900 abstracts submitted to the ...
University of Pretoria: UP architecture lecturer takes top spot in global abstract writing contest
The past five years have encompassed some of the most politically turbulent times in our nation’s recent history. Between the country’s complete political polarization, the COVID-19 pandemic and ...
Emory student’s debut novel brings more Black Muslim representation to young adult literature
Over the last 23 years, this author who Toni Morrison said changed Black women’s literature forever has been an invisible woman. Seeking Jones, I started with her birthplace, which I knew was in ...
She Changed Black Literature Forever. Then She Disappeared.
The New Yorker will be announcing the longlists for the 2021 National Book Awards. This morning, we presented the ten contenders in the category of Young People’s Literature. Check back tomorrow ...
The 2021 National Book Awards Longlist: Translated Literature
A Capitalist Critical Perspectiveby Matt SpiveyLanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2021, 133 pp. David Gordon (dgordon@mises.org) is a senior fellow at the Mises Institute and editor of the Journal of ...
Re-reading Economics in Literature: A Capitalist Critical Perspective
One of the most popular novelists of the twentieth century, winner of a Pulitzer and Nobel Prize for Literature and an ... Peter Conn's biography is an indispensable resource.' New York Times Book ...
Pearl S. Buck
Icelanders explored their uniqueness through poetry, mythologies, metrical treatises, religious writing ... in the period when the state's freedom came to an end. '… it works as a sound new slant on ...
Old Icelandic Literature and Society
The idea of the hero’s journey is a tale as old as time, with origins in ancient stories like Beowulf and The Odyssey. However, it’s just as prevalent today in movies, TV, and literature. Every story ...
Vanquish the Villains on Your Entrepreneur Hero's Journey
Author of Zoey Lyndon's Big Move to the Lou and Zoey Lyndon and the Sticky Finger Bandit, Micheal Anderson has been positively overwhelmed by how her stories have resonated with readers. The Amazon ...
Children’s author Micheal Anderson on the power of STEM in literature
Yiyun Li at The Paris Review ... literature, too, in Lewis Carroll’s case, but uncommon nonsense does better to stay uncommon: in less skillful hands, it becomes caprice or parody.) One imagines that ...
Tolstoy’s Uncommon Sense and Common Nonsense
Her LinkedIn corroborated that information, revealing that she was taking Creative Writing and Literature at Harvard ... In her Yelp review of Harvard’s extension program, Abraham linked to ...
Farrah Abraham Claims She Was Kicked Out of Online Harvard Course
On Fantasy Island Season 1 Episode 7, Isabel yearns to say YES while Brian (The Rookie's Eric Winter) faces his most vulnerable self. Our review looks at how they do.
Fantasy Island Season 1 Episode 7 Review: The Romance & The Bromance
and sell-out artistes set aside their dreams of writing great literature and settled for influence instead. “Money was the new royalty, and no one wanted to cut off its head,” Giannoli’s ...
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